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ABSTRACT
Aims. In this paper, we aim to study the main properties and luminosity function (LF) of the [O ii]3727 emitters detected in the
OTELO survey in order to characterise the star formation processes in low-mass galaxies at z ∼ 1.43 and to constrain the faint-end of
the LF.
Methods. Here, we describe the selection method and analysis of the emitters obtained from narrow-band scanning techniques. In
addition, we present several relevant properties of the emitters and discuss the selection biases and uncertainties in the determination
of the LF and the star formation rate density (SFRD).
Results. We confirmed a total of 60 sources from a preliminary list of 332 candidates as [O ii]3727 emitters. Approximately 93% of
the emitters have masses in the range of 108 < M∗/M < 109. All of our emitters are classified as late-type galaxies, with a lower
value of (u − v) when compared with the rest of the emitters of the OTELO survey. We find that the cosmic variance strongly affects
the normalisation (φ∗) of the LF and explains the discrepancy of our results when compared with those obtained from surveys of much
larger volumes. However, we are able to determine the faint-end slope of the LF, namely, α = −1.42± 0.06, by sampling the LF down
to ∼ 1 dex lower than in previous works. We present our calculation of the SFRD of our sample and compare it to the value obtained
in previous studies from the literature.
Key words. techniques: imaging spectroscopy – surveys – catalogs – galaxies: starburst – galaxies: luminosity function, mass
function – galaxies: star formation – cosmology: observations
1. Introduction
The luminosity function (LF) is a powerful tool used in charac-
terising the distribution of star-forming galaxies at cosmological
scales. By observing different emission lines, it is possible to
trace the star-formation activity at different redshifts and, thus,
at different epochs of the evolution of galaxies. Taking into ac-
count that the strongest emission line in a star-forming galaxy is
usually Hα, this line can be considered the first probe for LFs
(see e.g. Lilly et al. 1995, where their redshift sample ranges at
0 < z < 1.3; Geach et al. 2008 at z = 2.23; Sobral et al. 2013 at
0.40 < z < 2.23; Sobral et al. 2015 at z = 0.8; Khostovan et al.
2020 at z = 0.47; Ly et al. 2007 at 0.08 < z < 0.40; or more re-
cently, Hayashi et al. 2020 at 0.09 < z < 0.48; and Harish et al.
2020 at z ∼ 0.62).
Other lines may be used when looking for other windows of
observation in redshift, where Hα is not available. For example,
the next most luminous line of the Balmer series, Hβ was em-
ployed for determining the LF at z ∼ 0.9 by Navarro Martínez
et al. (2020). Other works have used the combination of Hβ and
[O iii], for example De Barros et al. (2019) reaching as far as
z ∼ 8; Khostovan et al. (2015) up to 0.84 < z < 3.24; and
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Sobral et al. (2015) up to z = 1.4. In addition, there are a se-
ries of works were the LF is obtained by employing the doublet
[O iii] λλ4959,5007 alone, for example, in Ly et al. (2007) at
0.41 < z < 0.84; Bongiovanni et al. (2020) at z ∼ 0.83; Khosto-
van et al. (2020) at 0.91 < z < 1.10; or Hayashi et al. (2020) at
0.05 < z < 0.94.
In order to sample the LF at very high redshift regimes, the
Lyman α emitters are the objects of choice. For example, Ouchi
et al. (2008), Sobral et al. (2018), and Herenz et al. (2019) ob-
tained LFs at 3.1 < z < 5.7, 2 < z < 6, and 3 < z < 6,
respectively.
Going back to intermediate redshift regimes, the [O ii]λλ
3726,29 doublet, it is also a good candidate for the study of
the LF. It is located in the bluemost part of the spectrum in rest
frame, when compared with Hα, [O iii]λλ 4959, 5007, and Hβ,
allowing us to reach larger values of the redshift from ground
observations and avoiding the less transparent parts of the at-
mosphere in the infrared regime. The LF has been derived for
this doublet by a number of authors who have employed spec-
troscopy or narrow-band techniques (Gallego et al. 2002 for the
local universe; Khostovan et al. 2015 for 1.47 < z < 4.69; Khos-
tovan et al. 2020 for 1.57 < z < 1.9; Drake et al. 2013 for
0.35 < z < 1.64; Ly et al. 2007 for 0.89 < z < 1.47; Com-
parat et al. 2015 for 0.1 < z < 1.65; or Hayashi et al. 2020 for
0.41 < z < 1.60). It has also been simulated from z = 0.1 to
z = 3.0 by Park et al. (2015).
Nevertheless, at z > 1, the faint end of the [O ii]3727 LF has
not been properly observed. Indeed, almost all studies have no
been capable of going beyond a log(L[O ii]3727) ' 41 [erg s−1]
in the best of cases (see e.g. the discussion in Khostovan et al.
2015). We believe that it is paramount to reach as low as possible
in terms of luminosity in order to study the evolution of low-
mass galaxies. For example, according to Sobral et al. (2011),
the environment may be responsible for the slope of the faint end
of the LF, being steeper for low-density regions and shallower
for high-density fields. Moreover, the correct determination of
the slope of the faint end of the LF influences the integration of
the LF itself and, therefore, may vary the determination of the
cosmic star formation history (SFH).
In this work, we take advantage of the sources detected in the
OTELO survey (see Bongiovanni et al. 2019) to generate a cat-
alogue of [O ii]3727 emitters at z ∼ 1.43. We study the physical
properties of these sources and we extend the study of the faint
end of the LF for the [O ii]3727 line to constrain the faint end
slope and. In addition, we obtain the star formation rate density
(SFRD) at this redshift.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the OTELO survey and the selection of the sources. In Section
3, we present several of the derived properties from the data, in-
cluding the extinction, the line fluxes, the morphology, and the
stellar masses. In Section 4, we discuss the derived equivalent
width of the emitters, in addition to studying a handful of high
equivalent-width galaxies and comparing our results with those
from the literature. Section 5 is devoted to our derived LF and the
SFRD, along with a comparison with similar data from the liter-
ature. In Section 6, we summarise our main conclusions. For all
the calculations carried out in this work, we assumed a standard
ΛCDM cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3, and h0 = 0.7.
2. The OTELO survey data and selection of the
sources
2.1. The OTELO survey
In this work, we take advantage of the OTELO survey catalogue
and its data products (for an in-depth description, see Bongio-
vanni et al. 2019). As a summary, the OTELO survey is a 2D
spectroscopic blind survey covering a region of 56 arcmin2 of the
Extended Groth Field. It has a resolution of R∼700, covering a
230 Å of a selected atmospheric window (around 8950-9300 Å)
that is relatively free of sky emission lines. The catalogue con-
tains a total of 11237 sources and it is 50% complete at an AB
magnitude of 26.38. From these sources, 5322 preliminary emis-
sion line candidates were selected according to the following cri-
teria: (i) at least one point of the pseudo-spectrum lies above a
value defined by fc + 2 × σc, where f c is the flux of the pseudo-
continuum, defined as the median flux of the pseudo-spectra, and
σc is the root of the averaged square deviation from fc of the en-
tire pseudo-spectrum; and (ii) there is an adjacent point with a
flux density above fc + σc (Bongiovanni et al. 2020).
The catalogue also presents complementary reprocessed data
from several other surveys. This ancillary data covers from X-
ray to far-infrared (FIR), both photometric and spectroscopic.
Photometric redshifts (known as zbest) were determined through
the LePhare code (Ilbert et al. 2006), using libraries for nor-
mal and starburst galaxies, QSOs, Seyferts and stars, and fitted
to the OTELO photometric data. The zbest is designated as the
z_BEST_deepY from Bongiovanni et al. (2019)1
2.2. Selection of the sources
Taking into account that the [O ii]λλ 3727,29 doublet must lie
comfortably within the OTELO observing window of 8950-9300
Å, we selected, from the preliminary emission line candidates
list, all the sources in the range of 1.40 < zbest < 1.50. Using this
criteria, we selected a first subset of 332 emitters.
Following the work carried out by Bongiovanni et al. (2020)
for the [O iii]λ4959,5007 emitters, and in order to produce a ro-
bust list of candidates, this first selection was visually screened
by at least three researchers, looking for misidentifications, ar-
tifacts, and any other anomalies, such as truncated lines, over-
lapping sources, or multiple unlikely emission lines structures
which appear in low signal-to-noise pseudo-spectra. From these
cases, only those sources with truncated line in pseudo-spectra
are considered true–positive emitters, despite their having been
excluded from the final sample. However, this effect is included
as a part of the sample completeness estimation described in Sec-
tion 5.1. The resulting list was composed of 60 candidates. Table
1 summarises the classification determined for each one of the
332 candidates.
Employing the online tool developed for the OTELO
database2, at least three researchers selected a new z guess by vi-
sual inspection that is closer to the real value of the redshift than
the zbest. This z guess was employed as an input for the deconvolu-
tion program. To obtain the line fluxes from the pseudo-spectra,
we employed the so-called inverse deconvolution, introduced in
Cedrés et al. (2013) and developed in detail in Nadolny et al.
(2020). Briefly, a series of simulations (on the order of 106) are
performed and then a χ2 minimisation method is used to ob-
tain the probability density function of the possible solutions for
1 It means, the best galaxy/starburst solution including the OTELO sur-
vey data as an additional photometric point.
2 http://research.iac.es/proyecto/otelo/pages/otelo.php
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Number of objects Percentage
Total candidates 332 100%
Selected [O ii]3727 sources 60 18%
Rejection reason
Multiple structures in low S/N pseudo-spectra 136 41%
Overlapping sources 62 18.7%
Truncated lines 55 16.6%
Misidentifications and other causes 19 5.7%
Table 1: Classification summary of emission line candidates.
each source, taking the mode of the distribution as the best so-
lution and the confidence intervals around the mode of all the
associated parameters: fluxes, equivalent widths, redshifts, and
continuum fluxes. In this paper, we quoted the uncertainties as
the interval covering the 68% of such confidence interval. After
all the candidates were deconvolved, a new visual inspection was
carried out, this time to check the goodness of the fitted models.
A catalogue with flux, equivalent width, redshift, and continuum
flux was then generated. Following the deconvolution, z OTELO is
derived from the OTELO pseudo-spectra for each emitter. This
new redshift is a refinement of z guess.
Considering that we may have little contamination by AGNs
due to our selection criteria in redshift (we only took galaxies
fitted by a starburst or star-forming galaxies template), we de-
cided not to correct for AGN contamination. Moreover, Drake
et al. (2013) infer a contamination fraction about six percent in a
sample of emitters at z = 1.6 and they suggest that AGN activity
is usually associated with star-forming processes, so removing
AGNs would lead to an over-correction.
We ran LePhare code a second time, but with redshift fixed
to z OTELO and restricted to star-forming galaxies templates with
the aims of obtain a more accurate value of reddening. The ap-
plied galaxy templates are Kinney et al. (1996) and Bruzual &
Charlot (2003) – with a continuous star formation law.
One example of a deconvolved pseudo-spectrum is shown
in Fig. 1. Even if the source is noisy, the fitted model is good
enough to extract the required information. On the other hand, in
Fig. 2, we represent the pseudo-spectrum and deconvolving lines
for an object with a much better signal-to-noise ratio (emitter
id:8532). In Fig.A.1 in the appendix, we represent the pseudo-
spectra of all selected emitters in the catalogue.
3. Derived properties
3.1. Extinction correction
The obtained fluxes were corrected via internal extinction fol-
lowing the law presented in Calzetti et al. (2000) and employing
the reddening E(B − V) obtained as an output from the second
fitting of the emitters using the LePhare code (see Bongiovanni
et al. 2019). We also took into account the inherent extinction of
the templates in Kinney et al. (1996) when deriving our value for
the extinction.
In Fig. 3, we have represent the histogram of the derived
value of A[O ii]3727 for all the emitters. The mean result is
〈A[O ii]3727〉 = 0.88 mag, which is equivalent to 〈AHα〉 = 0.5 mag,
with a standard deviation of σ = 0.5. This is lower than the
normally employed AHα ∼ 1 mag. This value has been experi-















Fig. 1: Pseudo-spectra and deconvolved spectra for the id:1494
emitter. We note the noisy aspect of the pseudo-spectra. How-
ever, in these circumstances, the model is capable of obtaining a
good measure of the [O ii]3727 lines.
















Fig. 2: Pseudo-spectra and deconvolved spectra for the id:8532
emitter. The signal-to-noise ratio is better than in Fig. 1
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Fig. 3: Histogram of the value of A[O ii]3727 for all the emitters in
the catalogue.
mentally obtained, for example, by Ibar et al. (2013), who re-
ported an AHα = 1.0 ± 0.2 mag for objects at z = 1.47, em-
ploying a combination of far-IR and Hα data. On the other
hand, our result seems to agreed with the trend observed in
other works and cited in Hayashi et al. (2013), where the au-
thors found that [O ii]3727 emitters selected by narrow-band
(NB) techniques are likely to be dust-poor systems. For exam-
ple, both Hayashi et al. (2013) and Khostovan et al. (2020) give
AHα ∼ 0.35 mag for emitters at z ∼ 1.47, Hayashi et al. (2015)
found AHα = 0.63 mag for z = 1.5, and Khostovan et al. (2015)
obtains AHα = 0.55 ± 0.12 mag for emitters at z = 1.59. Nev-
ertheless, the large dispersion of the mean value derived makes
difficult to obtain a clear conclusion about the absorption nature
of our emitters. As Garn et al. (2010) have pointed out, the indi-
vidual extinctions vary significantly between galaxies, which is
clearly visible in the histogram of Fig. 3.
3.2. Line fluxes
In Fig. 4, we represent the histogram of the measured flux
for all the emitters, corrected for extinction. The lowest flux
is log( f[O ii]3727 min) = −17.72 [erg/cm2/s], the maximum is
log( f[O ii]3727 max) = −15.56 [erg/cm2/s], and the mean value is
〈log( f[O ii]3727)〉 = −17.02 [erg/cm2/s]. We can observe that only
the 15% of the emitters have a flux higher than log( f[O ii]3727) =
−16.75 [erg/cm2/s].
3.3. Morphology
Following Kauffmann et al. (2003), we define the concentration
index C as the ratio of the radius enclosing the 90 percent of
the luminosity in a defined band over the radius enclosing the
50 percent of the luminosity in the same band. In our case, we
employed the high-resolution images from the bands F814W(I)
and the F606W(V) from HST/ACS. However, only 45 emitters
from our sample had data in those filters. The median value for
the I filter is CI = 1.92. However, as shown, for example, in
Strateva et al. (2001) and in Nadolny et al. (2021), this parameter
may only serve to establish a crude classification between early-
type (ET) and late-type (LT) galaxies.










Fig. 4: Histogram of the line flux (extinction corrected) observed
for all the selected emitters.
In Nadolny et al. (2021) the intensity spatial distribution of
the emitters from the OTELO survey is fitted using a parametric
form in a Sersic (1968) profile, defined as:
I(r) = Ie exp{−bn[(r/re)1/n − 1]}, (1)
where re is the effective radius (i.e. radius containing 50% of
total flux), Ie is the intensity at re in the filter selected (F814W
or F606W from HST/ACS in this case), n is the Sérsic index,
and bn is a function of n as defined in Ciotti (1991). For a de-
tailed description of the fitting process, see Nadolny et al. (2021).
The obtained Sérsic index n is an useful tool in order to classify
the morphology of the emitting sources. For disc-dominated LT
galaxies, the expected value of this parameter in the I filter is
nI < 4 (Nadolny et al. 2021). The median values obtained for
the [O ii]3727emitters is nI = 2.1 ± 1.7. This value appears to be
slightly larger than the mean value obtained for all the emitters
with enough data for the OTELO survey Nadolny et al. (2021)
(nI = 1.3). However most of the emitters show nI values below
the threshold for LT galaxies. On the other hand, our results are
well within the range obtained by Paulino-Afonso et al. (2017),
who give nI = 1.16+1.62−0.72 for the emitters at z = 1.47 from High-Z
Emission Line Survey (HiZELS).
We also derived the ratio of Sérsic indices in both bands
N IV = nI/nV (introduced by Vika et al. (2015). This parameter
is sensitive to the internal structure of the galaxy when paired
with a colour term. In this case, the median value obtained was
N IV = 1.3 ± 0.7, which is well inside the error margin for the
whole OTELO database, where the value was N IV = 1.1± 0.4 for
the LT galaxies (Nadolny et al. 2021). In Fig. 5, we reproduce
the results from Nadolny et al. (2021).
The red dashed line marks the linear discriminant analysis
developed by de Diego et al. (2020), employing deep learning
methods for morphology classification. In the figure we can see
that all the selected emitters (indicated by red circles) are com-
fortably distributed in the late-type locus. Moreover, almost all
detected emitters are somewhat bluer than the mean of the all
OTELO ET galaxies.
3.4. Derived masses
Following López-Sanjuan et al. (2012) we obtained an estima-
tion of the stellar mass for 48 of the emitters in the catalogue
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Fig. 5: Observed (u − r) colour versus morphological parameters for all the sources of OTELO. From left to right: Logarithm of the
Sérsic index in the filter F814W (I), concentration index for the I filter too, and the logarithm of the wavelength-dependent ratio of
the Sérsic indices for I and V (F606W).Triangles and solid lines in grey (histograms) represent LT, squares and dashed lines in black
(histograms) represent ET galaxies. Red circles represent the [O ii]3727emitters from our sample with HST/ACS ancillary data.Top
histograms corresponds to the respective value, as indicated in x-axis label, while right-hand histogram show (u − r) distribution.
All histograms represents density distributions. Horizontal dot-dashed line in black shows (u − r) = 2.5. Red dashed line shows the
results from de Diego et al. (2020). Dashed lines in magenta represent limits from Vika et al. (2015): horizontal cut in (u− r) = 2.3,
while vertical dashed-lines in magenta represent log(nI) = 0.4 and log(N IV ) = 0.08. Figure adapted from Nadolny et al. (2021).
(for a detailed description of the process, see Bongiovanni et al.
2020). The remaining 12 emitters with no stellar mass determi-
nation presented a large error in several of the ancillary bands
that made it impossible to derive a meaningful value for the
mass.
The median value derived for the stellar mass was
log (M∗/M) = 8.87, with a dispersion of log (M∗/M) = 0.67.
The largest mass derived was log (M∗/M) = 10.93, meanwhile,
the lowest mass was log (M∗/M) = 7.89. If we define the low-
mass population as the galaxies with M∗ < 1010 M (Bongio-
vanni et al. 2020), only three emitters present are out of the
low-mass regime. This means that about 93% of the emitters
belong to the low-mass criterion. In Bongiovanni et al. (2020),
the percentage of low-mass galaxies reached 87% in a cata-
logue composed by 171 emitters at a 〈z〉 = 0.83; meanwhile for
Nadolny et al. (2020), the whole sample of Hα emitters was in
the low-mass regime, with a 63% being very low-mass galaxies
(M∗ < 109 M). These two results seems compatible with the
stellar masses derived in our sample, indicating that the OTELO
survey favours the detection of low-mass galaxies. This is a di-
rect consequence of an ultra-deep pencil-beam designed survey,
as the OTELO survey is, in fact (Bongiovanni et al. 2019). The
mass distribution for the emitters is represented in Fig. 6.
4. [O ii]3727 Equivalent width
One of the parameters derived from the deconvolution is the
equivalent width of the [O ii]3727 doublet. In Fig. 7, we rep-
resent the histogram of the logarithm of EW[O ii]3727. The mini-
mum value obtained in our emitters is 10±5 Åand the maximum











Fig. 6: Histogram of the derived stellar mass (in solar masses) for
the emitters. The dashed line marks the position of the median
value at log (M∗/M) = 8.87 and the point-dashed lines mark
±1σ over the median value.
is 185±16 Å. The median value is EW[O ii]3727=65 Å, with a 1σ
dispersion of EW[O ii]3727=37 Å. Following Ramón-Pérez et al.
(2019), in EWHα, the minimum value for detection with a prob-
ability p ≤ 0.95 was ∼ 10.5 Å. In order to estimate our detec-
tion limit, we have to translate our limit in EWHα into a limit
in EW[O ii]3727. For this reason, we can employ the relationship
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Fig. 7: Histogram of the line equivalent width for all the selected
[O ii]3727 emitters in OTELO. The dashed line marks the posi-
tion of the median value, and the point dashed lines mark ±1σ
over the median value.
given by Kennicutt (1992), which is summarised in Eq. 2:
EW[O ii]3727 = 0.4 × EW(Hα+[N ii]). (2)
However, this relationship was obtained for nearby galaxies and
it also presents a large dispersion for galaxies with very strong
emission lines. Nevertheless, employing Lamareille et al. (2006)
data, we were able to calculate this relationship for galaxies with
0.2 < z < 1.0. In this case, the resultant slope was 0.5 ± 0.1,
very similar to the 0.4 value from Kennicutt (1992) relationship.
Based on this premise, the minimum value we would be able to
detect with p ≤ 0.95 is ∼ 4.2 Å. In this case, it is clear that all
our emitters are well over this threshold.
In Huang et al. (2015), several galaxies with high equiva-
lent width in the [O iii]λ5007 (>3000 Å at restframe) lines are
studied. They found that those galaxies can be classified as:
low-mass, strong starbust, and compact. Following the mod-
els of Villaverde et al. (2010), we can assume a maximum
equivalent width of the [O ii]3727 line for ’normal’ galaxies
at 150 Å. Indeed, Kong et al. (2002) found that galaxies with
EW[O ii]3727>100 Å are in the 90th percentile and Thomas
et al. (2013), based on data from the SDSS-III/BOSS, showed
that galaxies with EW[O ii]3727>100 Å are located outside the
limits of their figures. Being conservative, we can then select for
our galaxies a minimum value for high equivalent width galaxies
at ∼150 Å.
Based on a first approximation, taking into account the mod-
els presented in Villaverde et al. (2010), those high equivalent-
width galaxies in [O iii]λ5007 may be an analogous to our detected
emitters with high [O ii]3727 equivalent width.
In Table 2, we summarise the properties of the emitters with
high [O ii]3727 equivalent width. We note we include emitter
id:3345, with EW[O ii]3727=140 Å. This is smaller than the se-
lected value of 150 Å, however, the error in the equivalent width
associated with this emitter makes it compatible with a galaxy
with high equivalent with in [O ii]3727.
The emission at the line [O ii]3727 is influenced by metal-
licity and the star formation history (see e.g. Anders & Fritze-v.
Alvensleben 2003). It was also noted in Villaverde et al. (2010)
that EW[O ii]3727 presents an important mass and metallicity de-
pendence for ages lower than ∼4.5 Myr, and with no dependence
at older ages. On the other hand, the EW[O iii]5007 has a negligible
dependence with the mass. For this reason, a region with large
EW[O ii]3727 may not simultaneously have a large EW[O iii]5007, and
they may not be the same type of object. From Table 2, it is
clear that the emitters id:3077 and id:8532 have both masses
that put them in the low-mass galaxy regime. Moreover, we have
complete morphology data for emitter id:8532 and it seems to
point out towards a disc-like emission galaxy. This may also in-
dicate also that a high [O iii] equivalent-width objects are not the
same type of emitters as the ones with high [O ii]3727 equiva-
lent width. Unfortunately, we do not have enough information
to establish the correct morphology for all our emitters nor their
masses. Nevertheless, we are able to establish a upper limit for
the masses of id:3345 and id:6445, both of them well inside
the low-mass regime. In Fig. 8 we have represented the cutouts
for the emitters with high [O ii]3727 equivalent width in the com-
posite OTELO band, obtained by adding all the slices of the scan
(see Bongiovanni et al. 2019 for an in-depth description).
In Fig. 9, we represent the [O ii]3727 equivalent width in Å
versus the logarithm of the derived mass of our emitters. We
stacked our data in bins of 0.5 dex and we added data from
other authors: (Paulino-Afonso et al. 2020, P-A20) with galaxies
z ∼0.8, (Darvish et al. 2015, D15) with z ∼0.5, and Reddy et al.
(2018) with z ∼ 1.5. We also fitted a simple function using least
squares to the data in the form of the following equation:
EW[O ii]3727 = p1 × log(M∗/M) + p2. (3)
The results of the fitting are given in Table 3 and we also
represent the fit obtained from Khostovan et al. (2016) for the
[O ii]3727, emitters at z = 1.47, with its uncertainties, as a pink
band. This fit is a power law with the form EW[O ii]3727 = k×M
β
∗ ,
where β = −0.23 and log(k) = 3.79. As pointed out by Paulino-
Afonso et al. (2020), higher stellar mass galaxies have lower
equivalent widths in [O ii]3727, independently of the environ-
ment. They suggest that this trend is mostly a consequence of
the underlying main sequence of star-forming galaxies. Our data
seems to follow this behaviour. On the other hand, there is a large
difference between our data and those of Paulino-Afonso et al.
(2020) at higher stellar masses. We must point out that we are
sampling lower-mass galaxies than Paulino-Afonso et al. (2020),
Darvish et al. (2015), and Reddy et al. (2018). On the other hand,
Reddy et al. (2018) seem to have a large value for the equivalent
width when compared with other authors (Paulino-Afonso et al.
2020, Darvish et al. 2015), but their results are inside the error
margins of ours – and this is not surprising. As Khostovan et al.
(2016) have shown, there is also a dependence of the EW[O ii]3727
with the redshift, with larger values for EW[O ii]3727 when increas-
ing z, up to z ∼ 4, followed by a decreasing of the equivalent
width at higher redshifts. This may be the reason for the lower
value of EW[O ii]3727 at high stellar masses obtained in Paulino-
Afonso et al. (2020), as well as in Darvish et al. (2015), when
compared with those presented in Reddy et al. (2018), Khosto-
van et al. (2016), and this work.
Cava et al. (2015) studied two groups of [O ii]3727 emitters:
one at z ∼0.84 and other at z ∼1.23. They reached a result a
bit below log(M∗/M) < 9, while for z ∼1.23 and at low mass
galaxies, there is little correlation between the equivalent width
and the derived stellar mass. This is similar to our results for
the non-stacked and stacked sources at low stellar mass. On the
other hand, at z∼0.84, Cava et al. (2015) found a clear correlation
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OTELO ID. # EW(Å) CI log nI log NIv log(M∗[M])
3077 153±36 N/A N/A N/A 8.17±0.10
3345 140±39 N/A N/A N/A <7.3
6445 180±46 N/A N/A N/A <8.6
8532 185±16 2.02 0.3±0.5 0.4±0.6 9.41±0.01
Table 2: Emitters with high [O ii]3727 equivalent width
Fig. 8: Thumbnails in the OTELO composite filter (obtained adding all the slices of the scan) for the sources with high equivalent
width. The red arrow indicates the location of the source. Each thumbnail has 8 × 8 arcsec size. From left to right: id:3077,
id:3345, id:6445, and id:8532.
Data p1 p2
This work -20.03 235.5
This work + P-A20 + D15 -23.2 255.8
Table 3: Parameters fitted for the EW–stellar mass relation in
Eq.3.
between the masses and the equivalent width as that presented
in Paulino-Afonso et al. (2020), down to log(M∗/M) ' 8.5).
This discrepancy may be due to the low number of sources de-
tected at larger redshifts, so we may assume that the correlation
should appear with a set of enough emitters. Nevertheless, our
results closely follow the fit from Khostovan et al. (2016) down
to log(M∗/M) < 8.5, even when Khostovan et al. (2016) data
has few galaxies below that threshold. Moreover, if we calculate
the exponent β for our binned data, we obtain β = −0.20 ± 0.04,
which agrees, within uncertainties, with the one obtained in
Khostovan et al. (2016), β = −0.23 ± 0.01.
5. The [O ii]3727 luminosity function
Using the data obtained for all the emitters in the catalogue, we
derived the LF for the [O ii]3727 line emitters at z ∼1.43 after
taking into account the main sources for uncertainties and se-
lection effects: the completeness of the sample and the cosmic
variance (CV).
5.1. Completeness
To correct for completeness, we have followed the methods
described in Bongiovanni et al. (2020). To summarise, several
simulations were carried out to calculate the detection probabil-
ity function from emission-line sources in the OTELO survey.
These simulations helped to calibrate the detection probability
as a function of the [O ii]3727 line flux. This probability






where d is the fitted mean detection probability, F =
log( f[O ii]3727) + b, and a = 0.961 ± 0.010, b = 18.297 ± 0.032,
c = 0.660 ± 0.099 are the fitted parameters. In Fig. 10, we
show the completeness correction function and the mean detec-
tion probability for the emitters at z ∼ 1.43.
5.2. Cosmic variance
The comoving volume covered by OTELO at the redshift of this
catalogue is about ∼ 1.0× 104 Mpc3, along with an explored sky
area of about 0.015 deg2. Because of this small volume (when
compared with other surveys; see Table 3), the effects of CV are
remarkable. Indeed, Stroe & Sobral 2015 found that volumes
smaller that 3 × 104 Mpc3 are affected in such a way for CV
that the results in the determination of the LF could lead to er-
rors up to 100% in the parameters employed to fit the such LF.
This is confirmed in Ramón-Pérez et al. (2019), where it was
derived a global root of the CV of σv ' 0.73, based on the pre-
scription of Somerville et al. (2004), for a comoving volume of
1.4 × 103 Mpc3 and a redshift of z ∼ 0.40. And in Bongiovanni
et al. (2020), for a mean volume of 6.63×103 Mpc3 and a a sam-
ple of objects at z ∼0.83, the root CV obtained was σCV = 0.396,
by using the code3 described in Moster et al. (2011). It is thus
made clear that obtaining an estimation of the CV is a neces-
3 http://www.usm.uni-muenchen.de/people/moster/home/download.html
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Fig. 9: Relationship between the [O ii]3727 equivalent width and the derived stellar mass for our emitters (cyan open circles). The
black diamonds are the median of our emitters for bins 0.5 dex in log(M∗/M), and the data from Paulino-Afonso et al. (2020) (red
closed squares), Darvish et al. (2015) (filled purple stars for filament galaxies and green triangles for field galaxies), and Reddy
et al. (2018) (grey diamonds). The black dashed line represents the best fit for all the binned data and the cyan point-dashed line
represent the best fit for the only the binned data of the emitters detected in this work. The pink band represents the power law fit
with uncertainties from Khostovan et al. (2016) for [O ii]3727 emitters at z = 1.47.
sary condition if we want to correctly characterise the [O ii]3727
luminosity function.
According to the mean number density of [O ii]3727 line
emitters (1.4 × 10−3 Mpc−3), it is expected that the CV effects
are more pronounced than the estimated for previous OTELO
samples at lower redshifts, despite the increased cosmic volume
explored at z ∼1.43 as compared to those cases. On this basis,
we examined the contribution of the CV to the uncertainty of
the LF from each approach used in the OTELO papers referred
above. On one side, Somerville et al. (2004) provide a recipe to
estimate the CV based on a known average redshift and number
density in deep surveys, but unknown clustering strength. The
mean root CV obtained for the science case presented here is
σv ' 0.61. On the other hand, the approach given by Moster
et al. (2011) allows us to compute CV as a function of mean red-
shift, redshift bin size, and the stellar mass of the subject galaxy
population. By following this prescription, we were able to esti-
mate an uncertainty function attributed to the CV, σCV(M?) for
six bins in the stellar mass range 8.5 6 log(M?/M) 6 11.5 for
the [O ii]3727 sample, and the mean uncertainty obtained for our
sample at 〈z〉=1.43 is 〈σCV〉=0.304. In view of the noticeable
difference between these estimations, we decided to adopt the
Somerville et al. (2004) recipe for being the most conservative
one. In the final part of Section 5.3, we further discuss the re-
liability of this approach for the science case presented in this
work.
5.3. [O ii]3727 luminosity function
The LF computes the number of galaxies (φ) per unit of volume
and per unit of luminosity. The Schechter (1976) function is the
usual parameterisation method:
φ(L) dL = φ∗(L/L∗)α exp(−L/L∗) d(L/L∗), (5)
where L is the luminosity of the emission line ([O ii]3727 in our
case), φ∗ is the density number of galaxies, L∗ is the characteris-
tic luminosity, and α defines the faint-end slope of the LF.
The value of φ was calculated according to Bongiovanni
et al. (2020) as follows:
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Fig. 10: Mean of the detection probability of the
[O ii]3727emitters at 〈z〉 ∼ 1.43. As described in Bongio-
vanni et al. (2020), the inset shows the detection probability
distribution obtained from the simulations. The curve represents
the least-square weighted fit of the sigmoid function. The bars
indicated the mean standard error.
where di is the detection probability for the ith galaxy, ob-
tained with Eq. 4, Vi is the comoving volume for the ith
source, Ω is the surveyed solid angle (∼ 4.7 × 10−6 str), and
∆[log L([O ii]3727)] = 0.4 is the adopted luminosity binning.
The [O ii]3727 luminosities based on extinction-corrected
line fluxes (Section 3) were sampled in seven bins distributed
in the range 40.13 < log L([O ii]3727) < 42.93. For each bin, φ
values were obtained using Eq. 6. The total uncertainty of each
value mainly come from the quadratic combination per luminos-
ity bin of the Poisson error obtained from the number of galax-
ies, which mean contribution is about 40% (increasing from a
23% for lower luminosity bins up to 70% for the upper-side bin)
and the uncertainty associated with the CV. Following the recipe
provided by Somerville et al. (2004), the estimated root of the
CV, σv, increases from 0.6 at the log L([O ii]3727) = 40.33 bin,
to 0.91 at the log L([O ii]3727) = 42.73 one. Total uncertainty in
each bin also includes the contribution of the mean standard error
of the completeness correction (5.1) and the probability of incor-
rect emission-line sources identification (which also includes the
fraction of bona fide emitters lost) based on Bongiovanni et al.
(2020), amounting together to ∼6%. The resulting uncertainties
from such combinations, along with the LF data are given in Ta-
ble 4.
In Table 5, we summarise the Schechter parameters derived
for the fit of the LF, as well as the parameters for other works at
similar redshifts and with the [O ii]3727 line (Drake et al. 2013,
Ly et al. 2007 and Hayashi et al. 2013). The Schechter model
function of Eq. 5 was fitted to the data given in this table us-
ing a weighted least-squares minimisation algorithm based on
the Levenberg–Marquardt method4. Weights are defined as the
reciprocal of the squared total uncertainties of LF data.
We used a fixed value for log L∗ obtained as the average of
the well-known values from the works presented in Table 5, that
is, log L∗ = 42.44, with a standard deviation of σ = 0.09. This
was done because our sampling over log(L∗) & 42.5 is poor,
and consequently, log L∗ is completely unconstrained in the fit-
ting process. Assuming this standard deviation as a measure of
4 https://lmfit.github.io/lmfit-py/index.html
log L([O ii]3727) log φ
[erg s−1] [Mpc−3 dex−1]
40.33 -2.54 ± 0.31
40.73 -2.22 ± 0.25
41.13 -2.27 ± 0.27
41.53 -2.55 ± 0.30
41.93 -2.96 ± 0.37
42.33 -3.27 ± 0.46
42.73 -3.57 ± 0.59
Table 4: Binned values of the observed [O ii]3727 luminosity
function obtained from Equation 6. The computation of the total
uncertainties is described in the text.
the log L∗ uncertainty and that it is normally distributed, we esti-
mated the standard errors of the fitted parameters φ∗ and α from
105 realisations of the fitting procedure described above. The un-
certainties thus obtained amount 50.3% and 4.2% of the fitted
φ∗ and α values. Due to the limited cosmic volume explored by
OTELO, large variances would be expected in the normalisation
of the LF after fitting, as confirmed by the error estimate of φ∗.
The opposite occurs with the uncertainty linked to the faint-end
slope of the LF since our sample extends far beyond the lower
limits reached by other, similar surveys.
In Fig.11, we represent the LF data for our emitters
and their best fittings. The bin with the lowest luminosity
(log L[O ii]3727 = 40.33 [erg/s]) and marked with an open cir-
cle, has not been included in the calculations because the method
employed to derive the completeness underestimates the num-
ber of emitters in the bin, so the errors there are also underesti-
mated. It is clear that our data (represented as black dots) has a
lower value for log φ at lower luminosities when compared with
other works. Consequently, our value of φ∗ is lower when it is set
against those presented in Table 5, and it is a clear effect of the
uncertainties on the CV. Nevertheless, as pointed out in Drake
et al. (2013), the detection fraction of emitters is very sensitive
to the limit of equivalent width in a NB survey, which is of the or-
der of the filter width. So, in this case, as noted in the discussion
of Bongiovanni et al. (2020), the lower limit of equivalent width
with OTELO survey is about 6 Å, which is lower than those ob-
tained by the classic narrow-band studies. There, the lower limit
for the equivalent width can be over 50 Å, depending on the tech-
nique. This fact comparatively favours the detection of low-mass
emitters, despite the CV effects.
It is also worthwhile noting that we sampled the faint end
of the LF by almost one dex lower when compared with other
authors. We obtained a value for α equals to −1.42 ± 0.06. This
result is similar to that reported by Hayashi et al. (2013), but dif-
ferent from those reported in Drake et al. (2013) and Ly et al.
(2007). It must be taken into account that the properties of the
sources that serve to create the LFs, such as the luminosity and
the extinction, are going to generate different values for α. For
example, Sobral et al. (2012) found very different slopes for
the LFs for Hα and [O ii]3727 for galaxies at the same redshift
(z ∼ 1.5) in the HiZELS survey, where αHα = −1.6 ± 0.4 is
steeper than α[O ii]3727 = −0.9 ± 0.2. Only when calculating the
star formation rate (SFR) in an analytical Schechter-like approx-
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Fig. 11: Luminosity function for the [O ii]3727emitters at z∼1.43 (black circles), with extinction and completeness corrected. The
error bars correspond to the total uncertainties given in Table 4, and obtained as described in the text. The open circle marks the
lowest luminosity bin and was not employed in the fitting. The black line is the best error-weighted fit of Schechter (1976) function.
The green, blue, and orange lines are the LFs from Drake et al. (2013), Ly et al. (2007), and Hayashi et al. (2013) respectively.
The shaded areas represent the propagation of 1σ uncertainties of the tabulated LF after 104 Monte Carlo realisations. For the
OTELO data fitting, this propagation includes the standard deviation of the mean L∗ value. In each case, the solid line extend over
the sampled luminosity range (see the right side columns in Table 4) and the dashed line is the extrapolation of the corresponding
best fit.
imation, as Smit et al. (2012) has suggested, the derived αS FR
should be similar among studies at the same redshift.
We may explain, in this case, the fair coincidence of our
value of α and the one derived in Hayashi et al. (2013), and the
difference with Ly et al. (2007) and Drake et al. (2013) follow-
ing Sobral et al. (2011), where it is suggested that the slope at
the faint en of the LF is also affected by the environment. In this
case, a stepper slope indicates a low density field. If we made
a crude calculation of the density of galaxies presented in the
comoving volume, we find that for us it is 5.87 Mpc−3, and for
Hayashi et al. (2013), it is even lower, 2.20 Mpc−3. Meanwhile,
for Ly et al. (2007) and Drake et al. (2013) is 10.71 Mpc−3 and
9.60 Mpc−3, respectively.
Finally, in order to further test the possible contribution of
the CV to explain the discrepancies related to the normalisation
of the LF, we resampled the OTELO field in 30 i-contiguous
cubes containing the 50% of the surveyed cosmic volume and
recomputed the LF for each sub-sample (as described above)
to obtain log φ∗i and αi. After that, we calculated the ratio of
the standard deviation of the i-parameters and those actually re-
ported in Table 5. The distribution of these ratios are presented
in Fig. 12. The median fractional error of φ∗ and α obtained by
this way, 59.9% and 10.7%, respectively, are consistent with the
uncertainties associated with these parameters as given in Table
5, despite the volume considered is a half of the explored one.
However, taking into account the upper limits of the factional er-
ror distribution of φ∗ (about 100%), it is clear that the CV could
explain the discrepancies observed when our results are com-
pared with those of other surveys that explored much larger cos-
mic volumes than OTELO, as comprehensively tested by Sobral
et al. (2015). But on the other hand, on the basis of this test it is
also evident that (i) the theoretical approach adopted in Section
5.2 is enough educated for the purposes of this work; and (ii)
the CV effects are less substantial regarding the faint-end slope.
This reinforces our appreciation of the sensitivity of OTELO for
fairly constraining this parameter.
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Source Method Number of 〈z〉 〈Vc〉 log φ∗ log L∗ α log Lmin log Lmax
emitters 103Mpc3 [Mpc−3dex−1] [erg s−1] [erg s−1] [erg s−1]
Ly et al. (2007) NB 951 1.47 88.48 -2.20±0.06 42.31±0.05 -0.94±0.12 41.30 43.60
Drake et al. (2013) NB 2218 1.46 230.9 -2.03+0.04
−0.05 42.52±0.05 -0.91±0.11 41.74 42.95
Hayashi et al. (2013) NB 11016 1.47 ∼ 5 × 103 -2.74±0.10 42.48±0.06 -1.41±0.14 41.72 43.48
This work NB scan 60 1.43 10.21 -3.25±0.21 42.44 (fixed) -1.42±0.06 40.40 42.50
Table 5: Schechter parameters of the LF([O ii]3727) from the recent literature and the best fit of the corresponding OTELO LF,
according to data given in Table 4. NB stands for narrow-band. Further details about this fitting are given in the main text.
.
Fig. 12: Fractional error distribution of φ∗ and α after resam-
pling the the OTELO field in 30 contiguous data cubes and esti-
mate the corresponding luminosity function for testing the cos-
mic variance effects on these parameters. Values in the upper
right corner correspond to the median values of these distribu-
tions.
5.4. Star formation rate density
The LF may be integrated to obtain the total luminosity density.




φ(L)L dL = φ?L? Γ(α + 2), (7)
where Γ is the gamma function.
After the integration, we obtain a value for the total luminos-
ity density of log (L) = 39.38 +0.16
−0.35 erg s
−1 Mpc−3. This luminos-
ity density can be translated to the SFRD via a Kennicutt (1998)
equation:
ρ (M yr−1 Mpc−3) = (1.4±0.4)×10−41L[O ii]3727 (erg s−1 Mpc−3),
(8)
which is derived employing a Salpeter (1955) initial mass func-
tion (IMF). In order to convert this SFRD from the Salpeter IMF
to the Kroupa (2001) IMF, we only need to multiply by a con-
stant factor of 0.67 (Madau & Dickinson 2014). It has to be noted
that the direct conversion of [O ii]3727 luminosity to SFR may
presents several problems, including metallicity and reddening
dependencies (Khostovan et al. 2015). Nevertheless, it seems
that the reddening is the main factor when deriving the SFR from
[O ii]3727 lines, as noted in Zhu et al. (2009) and Kewley et al.
(2004).
We obtained a final result of log (ρ) =
−1.65+0.28
−0.47 (erg s
−1 Mpc−3). In Fig. 13 we plotted our de-
rived value for the SFRD (red filled square) as a function
of the redshift. In order to illustrate the SFRD evolution, we
complemented the figure with results from the literature. All
the data has been converted to a Kroupa IMF. The black dashed
line is the fit done by Khostovan et al. (2015) following the
parametrisation of Madau & Dickinson (2014):
log (ρ) = a
(1 + z)b
1 + [(1 + z)/c]d
, (9)
where a = 0.015, b = 2.26, c = 4.07, and d = 8.39.
It is clear from Fig. 13 that our result is below the curve, in a
locus with the [O ii]3727 data from the compilation. It must be
noted that the SFRDs derived from Khostovan et al. (2015) com-
pilation are not extinction-corrected, unlike our derived value for
the SFRD. The data from Khostovan et al. (2015) and Hayashi
et al. (2020) are located about ∼ 0.25 dex higher. This difference
may be attributed to the low value of φ∗ due to the large uncer-
tainties in the CV, as discussed in Section 5.3. Thereafter, this
creates a lower value for the luminosity density when compared
with their results, and, consequently, a lower value for the SFRD.
If we integrate our LF, but change the value derived for our
φ∗ by the one obtained in Hayashi et al. (2013), the new derived
SFRD (indicated in Fig.13 by the filled red square) is now lo-
cated over the line defined by Madau & Dickinson (2014) and
has almost the same value as the SFRD derived by Khostovan
et al. (2015) at the same redshift.
6. Summary and conclusions
We created a catalogue of 60 [O ii]3727 emitters at 〈z〉 = 1.43,
selected from data of the OTELO survey. We derived, from the
pseudo-spectra, the redshifts, fluxes, and equivalent widths of all
emitters. In Table A.1, we have catalogued all the emitters of the
sample presented in this work. This table will be electronically
available at CDS.
Taking advantage of the ancillary data of the OTELO survey,
we were able to fit galaxy templates to our emitters through the
LePhare code. Thanks to this, we were able to derive extinctions
for all the emitters and masses (or at least their upper bounds)
for all the emitters. In total, 93% of the emitters were low-mass
galaxies.
We were also able to obtain morphology parameters (Sér-
sic and concentration indices) for 44 of the emitters. The sérsic
index derived for all of the emitters presented values compati-
ble with disc galaxies. The majority of the [O ii]3727 emitters
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This work + Hayashi et al. (2013) * value
Several authors (from Khostovan et al. 2015)
Khostovan et al. (2015)
Hayashi et al. (2020)
Fig. 13: SFRD evolution for several authors. The cyan circles are SFRD derived from [O ii]3727, compiled by Khostovan et al.
(2015) in the Table C1 of their paper, and includes data from Ciardullo et al. (2013), Sobral et al. (2012), Bayliss et al. (2012),
Ly et al. (2007), Zhu et al. (2009), Takahashi et al. (2007), Glazebrook et al. (2004), Teplitz et al. (2003), Gallego et al. (2002),
Hicks et al. (2002), Hogg et al. (1998), and Hammer et al. (1997). We note that these points are not extinction-corrected, so they
are a lower limit for the SFRD, as indicated by the cyan arrows.The filled black circles are data from Khostovan et al. (2015). The
filled diamonds are data from Hayashi et al. (2020). The result of this work is represented by the open square. The red filled square
represents the results of the SFRD from our LF but integrated with the φ∗ from Hayashi et al. (2013). The black dashed line is the
[O ii]3727 fit to the Khostovan et al. (2015) data, following the parametrisation of Madau & Dickinson (2014).
are located in the bluer zone of the (u − r) versus morphology
diagrams when compared with the rest of the galaxies of the
OTELO survey. Also, all of them were classified as LT using the
discriminant developed in de Diego et al. (2020). We detected
four emitters with unusually high EW in [O ii]3727 (Kong et al.
2002). One of them, id:8532, appears to be a low-mass disc
galaxy.
The derived equivalent widths, having been binned and
stacked, seem to follow the trends derived in Paulino-Afonso
et al. (2020) and Khostovan et al. (2016) with the stellar mass.
However, both Paulino-Afonso et al. (2020) (z ∼ 0.8) and
Darvish et al. (2015) (z ∼ 0.5) present lower values for the equiv-
alent width at larger masses when compared with Reddy & Stei-
del (2009), Khostovan et al. (2016) and our data (at z ∼ 1.5,
z = 1.47 and z = 1.43 respectively). This may be due to the evo-
lution of the equivalent width with the redshift, as suggested in
Khostovan et al. (2016). Also, the lack of a clear correlation at
lower masses for non-stacked sources detected in our data may
be due the scarcity of emitters, as appears to be the case in Cava
et al. (2015).
After we applied corrections for the completeness and the
cosmic variance, among others, we obtained the LF for the
[O ii]3727 line, reaching almost 1 dex fainter than the works pre-
sented in literature. Nevertheless, our data present a lower value
on log φ∗ when compared with other works. Because of the small
cosmic volume sampled by OTELO when compared with mod-
ern NB surveys, the cosmic variance effects of the total uncer-
tainties of LF data are quite large, and this propagates to the large
variance obtained on this parameter. This effect can explain such
differences with data provided in the literature.
On the other hand, the value α = −1.42 ± 0.06 obtained sug-
gests a stepper slope on the faint end of the LF when compared
with other authors (Drake et al. 2013 or Ly et al. 2007). This pa-
rameter is much less sensitive to the cosmic variance effects than
the normalisation (φ∗) of the LF. However, we obtain practically
the same result as the one derived in Hayashi et al. (2013). As
suggested by Sobral et al. (2011), this low value of α may indi-
cate that we are (as well as Hayashi et al. 2013) sampling a low
density field.
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We have derived the SFRD by integrating the LF, employing
the Kennicutt (1998) relationship and Kroupa (2001) IMF. We
have found that the data from Khostovan et al. (2015) and from
Hayashi et al. (2020) are at least ∼ 0.25 dex higher. This differ-
ence seems to come for our low value of φ∗ when compared with
other results from literature (Ly et al. 2007, Drake et al. 2013 or
Hayashi et al. 2013) and may be caused by the uncertainties pre-
sented in the normalisation of the LF due to CV effects.
The existence of a population of low-mass star-forming
galaxies has been confirmed at z = 1.43. These galaxies present
different characteristics when compared with the more massive
populations at the same redshift that have been studied in sev-
eral other works. This indicates that subsequent surveys with the
same scope as demonstrated by OTELO are needed in order to
complete a census of the galaxy populations at different epochs
of the Universe.
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Appendix A: Catalogue and pseudo-spectra of the
[O ii]3727 emitters
In Table A.1, we summarise the main properties of our emitters.
The distribution of columns is as follows: the first column is the
OTELO identification number, the second and third columns are
the coordinates of the sources in degrees, the fourth column is
the redshift derived from the deconvolved model (z OTELO), the
fifth column is the extinction in mag, the sixth column is the
extinction corrected flux in units of 10−17 erg/cm2/s, the seventh
column is the [O ii]3727 equivalent width in Å, and the last
column is the derived stellar mass. This table will be available
electronically on CDS.
In Fig. A.1, we represent, for all the emitters, the pseudo-
spectrum flux in erg/cm2/s/Å (black dots and black lines) and
the deconvolved model (red line and same units), as a function
of the wavelength in Å.
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Table A.1: Selected emitters
OTELO ID. # RA DEC z OTELO E(B-V) Flux [O ii]3727 E.W. log(M∗/[M])
[deg] [deg] [mag] [10−17 erg/cm2/s] [Å]
00021 214.46764 52.41016 1.4142±0.0012 0.05 0.48±0.16 93±50 8.05±0.53
00381 214.40169 52.41219 1.4692±0.0004 0.16 0.87±0.23 62±40 8.37±0.10
00409 214.37597 52.41288 1.4287±0.0010 0.05 0.41±0.10 53±18 8.41±0.04
00723 214.40686 52.41580 1.4247±0.0010 0.10 0.62±0.12 71±16 8.97±0.10
00863 214.45145 52.41798 1.4280±0.0010 0.45 7.90±1.60 68±18 9.07±0.05
01039 214.48717 52.41881 1.4178±0.0012 0.05 0.24±0.07 68±29 7.89±0.18
01094 214.31071 52.42011 1.4184±0.0012 0.25 1.80±0.55 97±40 8.83±0.08
01191 214.41452 52.42083 1.4285±0.0012 0.26 1.10±0.33 65±23 N/A
01203 214.48628 52.42192 1.4181±0.0009 0.05 1.70±0.20 130±33 8.72±0.03
01359 214.42263 52.42350 1.4261±0.0016 0.10 0.48±0.35 58±52 N/A
01494 214.45005 52.42484 1.4292±0.0009 0.15 1.20±0.25 61±16 8.59±0.09
01535 214.45148 52.42487 1.4263±0.0011 0.05 0.35±0.10 45±17 8.38±0.11
01777 214.47556 52.42722 1.4277±0.0010 0.00 0.22±0.05 78±30 8.67±0.09
01890 214.43149 52.42841 1.4299±0.0013 0.25 1.10±0.46 85±44 8.64±0.15
01969 214.46984 52.43001 1.4297±0.0010 0.05 0.64±0.15 60±18 8.59±0.04
02090 214.32741 52.43109 1.4253±0.0010 0.00 0.46±0.11 77±23 N/A
02480 214.29067 52.43492 1.4175±0.0010 0.05 0.46±0.18 90±71 8.25±0.19
02814 214.39153 52.43922 1.4353±0.0003 0.20 1.30±0.17 65±15 9.78±0.13
03077 214.45529 52.53075 1.4155±0.0007 0.05 1.10±0.18 150±36 8.17±0.10
03155 214.40408 52.52958 1.4619±0.0004 0.20 4.20±0.62 24±4 10.9±0.01
03345 214.32088 52.52815 1.4060±0.0005 0.05 0.81±0.15 140±39 N/A
03633 214.48850 52.52531 1.4053±0.0012 0.05 0.53±0.22 79±41 7.93±0.51
03669 214.47178 52.52496 1.4123±0.0011 0.74 27.0±6.80 85±35 N/A
03707 214.41281 52.52459 1.4176±0.0020 0.36 1.60±1.30 75±77 N/A
04070 214.36268 52.52005 1.4190±0.0018 0.16 1.20±0.39 73±28 8.65±0.03
04308 214.34333 52.51710 1.4646±0.0008 0.10 3.60±0.62 18±3 10.6±0.01
04313 214.38326 52.51718 1.4283±0.0003 0.16 1.60±0.27 38±7 9.37±0.01
04456 214.39479 52.51559 1.4290±0.0010 0.16 1.10±0.25 55±17 8.02±0.11
04611 214.41167 52.51229 1.4498±0.0008 0.16 3.20±0.45 24±4 9.54±0.01
04814 214.43320 52.51136 1.4458±0.0008 0.16 1.40±0.23 120±29 8.27±0.09
05078 214.34538 52.47537 1.4310±0.0010 0.05 0.24±0.06 78±34 7.99±0.10
05090 214.41584 52.47524 1.4771±0.0003 0.10 1.50±0.14 89±14 9.57±0.03
05260 214.31066 52.47391 1.4258±0.0011 0.30 1.30±0.39 33±14 8.72±0.04
05957 214.30764 52.46609 1.4737±0.0012 0.16 0.88±0.36 28±13 9.26±0.01
06196 214.47412 52.46364 1.4484±0.0009 0.00 0.22±0.08 45±19 9.24±0.06
06398 214.37361 52.46292 1.4580±0.0010 0.16 0.29±0.11 45±20 8.71±0.04
06445 214.47302 52.46081 1.4410±0.0007 0.45 1.40±0.26 180±46 N/A
06758 214.40821 52.45696 1.4439±0.0010 0.00 0.21±0.08 59±28 N/A
06844 214.30997 52.45600 1.4267±0.0013 0.16 0.44±0.13 55±23 N/A
06959 214.46646 52.45496 1.4291±0.0012 0.00 0.19±0.06 63±26 8.86±0.12
07183 214.46175 52.45150 1.4359±0.0011 0.45 3.90±1.70 10±5 9.93±0.01
07431 214.36263 52.44858 1.4601±0.0003 0.05 2.60±0.19 130±13 9.05±0.01
07623 214.30638 52.44692 1.4301±0.0010 0.00 0.42±0.14 50±20 N/A
08276 214.41274 52.44036 1.4414±0.0007 0.30 0.92±0.27 65±29 N/A
08313 214.35177 52.50993 1.4307±0.0012 0.66 17.0±4.50 23±7 10.3±0.01
08333 214.43944 52.51062 1.4264±0.0013 0.16 0.79±0.27 70±36 8.48±0.03
08406 214.41518 52.50931 1.4756±0.0003 0.15 0.63±0.12 67±17 8.97±0.05
08453 214.46035 52.49464 1.4307±0.0012 0.05 0.32±0.10 55±24 8.6± 0.04
08532 214.32581 52.50783 1.4255±0.0004 0.16 12.0±0.51 185±16 9.41±0.01
08533 214.33172 52.50768 1.4174±0.0018 0.00 0.25±0.12 44±25 8.35±0.07
09285 214.42861 52.50071 1.4286±0.0013 0.05 0.40±0.13 50±20 N/A
09393 214.34782 52.49960 1.4277±0.0011 0.10 0.80±0.23 68±25 9.21±0.03
09419 214.44289 52.49953 1.4274±0.0011 0.05 0.31±0.10 57±22 8.24±0.09
09532 214.34223 52.49744 1.4606±0.0004 0.16 6.80±0.41 120±14 9.22±0.01
09992 214.41634 52.47749 1.4763±0.0008 0.15 1.70±0.27 30±5 9.35±0.01
10114 214.48834 52.49102 1.4172±0.0013 0.05 0.87±0.20 76±22 8.78±0.02
10272 214.40064 52.48954 1.4742±0.0014 0.16 0.53±0.27 25±15 8.83±0.01
10628 214.36998 52.48522 1.4827±0.0014 0.16 0.40±0.17 34±16 8.65±0.02
10808 214.29183 52.48187 1.4146±0.0013 0.05 0.57±0.16 100±45 8.38±0.24
10814 214.36935 52.48267 1.4306±0.0018 0.15 0.61±0.37 18±11 9.31±0.01
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Fig. A.1: Pseudo-spectra of the selected emitters. Black dots represent the measured pseudo-spectra, the red line is the best fitted
deconvolved spectra.
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Fig. A.1: Pseudo-spectra of the selected emitters. Black dots represent the measured pseudo-spectra, the red line is the best fitted
deconvolved spectra.
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Fig. A.1: Pseudo-spectra of the selected emitters. Black dots represent the measured pseudo-spectra, the red line is the best fitted
deconvolved spectra.
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